
Book Recommendations for Teens
ZenithZenith
by Sasha Alsberg
The all-girl crew of the starship
Marauder is tested by a bounty
hunter from their powerful
mercenary leader's past; while
across the galaxy, a ruthless tyrant
waits in the shadows to exact
revenge for the destruction of her
people.

The Weight of theThe Weight of the
StarsStars
by K. Ancrum
After a horrific accident brings
loners Ryann and Alexandria
together, Ryann learns that
Alexandria's mother is an astronaut
who volunteered for a one-way trip
to the edge of the solar system.

Empress of aEmpress of a
Thousand SkiesThousand Skies
by Rhoda Belleza
Two fugitives, a princess-in-exile and
her accused killer, cross the galaxy
as they fight to reclaim her family
dynasty and save the universe from a
deadly threat.

Honor BoundHonor Bound
by Rachel Caine
Taking refuge in a dangerous alien
criminal outpost to treat their
wounded Leviathan, Zara and her
crew of Honors uncover secrets
about a local ability to turn the tide
of the war in favor of their enemies.

The DisastersThe Disasters
by M. K. England
Expelled from the elite Ellis Station
Academy on his first day, hotshot
pilot Nax Hall boards a ship back to
Earth with three other ejected
students only to be framed for a
terrorist attack on the school.

The Loneliest Girl inThe Loneliest Girl in
the Universethe Universe
by Lauren James
The tragic deaths of her astronaut
parents strand Romy on a spaceship
speeding away from Earth, forcing
her to endure a solitary existence
before she makes contact with the
captain of another ship who harbors

a mysterious agenda.

SatelliteSatellite
by Nick Lake
A teen born in space makes his first
trip to Earth after being raised by
teams of astronauts, a visit that
proves to be more treacherous than
anticipated.

Rad WomenRad Women
WorldwideWorldwide
by Kate Schatz
A collection of 40 biographical
profiles, each accompanied by a
striking illustrated portrait,
showcasing extraordinary women
from around the world.
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